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STRONG TERMINATION OF LOGIC PROGRAMS* 
MARC BEZEM 
D We study a powerful class of logic programs which terminate for a large 
class of goals. Both classes are characterized in a natural way in terms of 
mappings from variable-free atoms to natural numbers. We present a 
technique based on this idea which improves the termination behavior and 
allows a more multidirectional use of Prolog programs. The class of logic 
programs is shown to be strong enough to compute every total recursive 
function. The class of goals considerably extends the variable-free ones. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Termination of logic programs is of course of utmost importance. The question 
whether the top-down evaluation of a goal G terminates with respect to a logic 
program P is actually underspecified, given the fact that this evaluation may 
depend on the selection of atoms from goals and on the choice of the program 
clauses. In this paper, termination is considered in the strong sense, i.e., irrespec- 
tive of the selection of atoms in the goal and of the choice of program clauses. This 
is the most demanding notion of termination. Less demanding approaches are: 
(1) termination for a fixed selection rule and for any choice of program clauses; 
(21 termination for some selection rule, depending on P, G and annotations on G, 
and for any choice of program clauses. All approaches can be weakened by 
requiring termination not for any but only for some choice of program clauses, but 
we shall not consider that weakening here. The approach under (2) is taken by 
Ullman and van Gelder [21] and applies to a system like NAIL! The approach 
under (1) is taken by Pliimer in [16] and applies to Prolog in the case that the 
leftmost selection rule is adopted. Our approach applies to both Prolog and NAIL! 
Each approach has its own merits. It will be clear that fixing the selection rule in 
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advance would enable us to prove more goals terminating. However, fixing the 
selection rule in advance has as disadvantage that the ordering of atoms in goals 
and bodies of program clauses becomes of crucial importance. On the other hand, 
our approach sacrificies some expressivity and many introduce some run-time 
overhead. The approach under (2) preserves independence of the ordering of 
atoms in goals and bodies of program clauses but involves compile-time or even 
run-time overhead and also sacrifices some expressivity. 
In general, the least Herbrand model MP of a logic program P, consisting of all 
variable-free atoms which logically follow from P, is recursively enumerable. 
Consequently, the above-mentioned halting problem is in general unsolvable. 
Restriction to logic programs P with recursive least Herbrand model MP does not 
help very much, not even for variable-free goals, for in general the mechanism of 
SLD-resolution does not provide a membership test for MP. Certainly, if a 
variable-free atom A occurs in IMP, then a breadth-first search procedure in an 
SLD-tree of +A always yields a successful refutation, but when A is not in MP, it 
can happen that this tree is infinite, so that the search procedure does not 
terminate. 
Let us consider the restriction to the class of determinate programs introduced 
by Blair [71. Determinate programs are logic programs with complementary success 
and finite failure set. Consequently, if P is a determinate program, then a 
breadth-first search procedure in any fair SLD-tree of a variable-free goal will 
always terminate. Although this constitutes an improvement, it still leaves a lot to 
be desired. First, breadth-first search is generally considered inefficient, and it is 
not possible to sharpen the above property of determinate programs to depth-first 
search procedures. Second, it is desirable to be able to ensure termination for a 
larger class of goals than just the variable-free ones. Then the program cannot only 
test but also compute. Third, and less important than the previous two desiderata, 
we would like to do away with the fairness condition and obtain termination for 
arbitrary selection rules. 
The technical tool we shall use is called Zeuel mapping by Cavedon [S], who 
studied various- classes of logic programs with negation. A level mapping is a 
function assigning natural numbers to variable-free atoms. Level mappings are a 
natural refinement of Clark’s finite partition of the set of predicate symbols in [9]. 
We show that if a logic program is recurrent, i.e., satisfies the condition that heads 
of variable-free instances of program clauses have higher levels than the atoms 
occurring in the body of the same instance, then it is terminating with respect to 
bounded goals, i.e., goals whose instances are below some fixed level. This result 
improves on [S], where only termination with respect to variable-free goals is 
obtained. We also prove the converse, namely, that a logic program is recurrent if 
it terminates with respect to variable-free goals. In Section 3 we elaborate some 
examples and show how certain programs can be transformed into recurrent 
programs, thus improving their termination behavior. In Section 4, we undertake 
an extensive study of the recursion theoretic aspects of the class of recurrent 
programs. Among other results, we show that every total recursive function can be 
computed by a recurrent program. As the class of recurrent programs can easily be 
shown to be a strict subclass of the determinate programs, this result improves on 
Blair [7], who proved that every total recursive function can be computed by a 
determinate program. Section 5 discusses closely related research. 
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2. RECURRENT PROGRAMS 
For definitions, terminology and notation concerning logic programming, we refer 
the reader to [l] or [131. More specifically, for a logic program P, we use U,, BP, 
Tp, Tp 7 (Y and Tp & (Y as abbreviations of, respectively, the Herbrand Universe of 
P, the Herbrand Base of P, the immediate consequence operator of P, the upward 
ordinal powers of Tp, and the downward ordinal powers of Tp. Furthermore, we 
(ab)use Tp t (Y, Tp _1 (Y as abbreviations of Tp t a(0), Tp 5 cr(Bp), so that MP = 
Tp t w denotes the least Herbrand model of the logic program P. 
Definition 2.1. Let P be a logic program. A level mapping for P is a function I I: 
B, + N of variable-free atoms to natural numbers. For A E B,, we call I Al the 
level of A. 
Definition 2.2. Let P be a logic program and I I a level mapping for P. We call P 
recurrent with respect to I I if for every variable-free instance B + A,, . . . , A, 
(n r 0) of a clause from P, the level of B is higher than the level of every Ai 
(1 pi in). Moreover, P is called recurrent if P is recurrent with respect to 
some level mapping for P. 
In the sequel, we shall show that recurrent programs have a good termination 
behavior: for a large class of goals, including the variable-free ones, every SLD- 
derivation from a recurrent program terminates. This class of goals is characterized 
by Definition 2.3 below. The underlying idea is to assign elements of a well-founded 
ordering to these goals in such a way that SLD-derivations correspond to strictly 
decreasing sequences. Then, termination will be ensured since the ordering is 
well-founded. This idea is quite old and originates from mathematical logic. It has 
recently been applied to term rewriting systems (see for example [ll]). The 
well-founded ordering we shall use is called the multiset ordering. A multiset, 
sometimes called bag, is an unordered sequence. Multisets are like sets but allow 
multiple occurrences of identical elements. The multiset ordering over N is an 
ordering of finite multisets of natural numbers such that X is smaller than Y if X 
can be obtained from Y by replacing one or more elements in Y by any (finite) 
number of natural numbers, each of which is smaller than one of the replaced 
elements. See [ill for more information on the multiset ordering and its use in 
term rewriting systems. 
Definition 2.3. An atom A is called bounded with respect to a level mapping I I if I I 
is bounded on the set [A] of variable-free instances of A. If A is bounded, then 
I Al denotes the maximum that I I takes on [Al. A goal G = + A,, . . . , A, is called 
bounded if every Ai (1 I i in) is bounded. If G is bounded, then IGI denotes 
the (finite) multiset consisting of the natural numbers I A, I,. . . , I A, I. 
Example 2.1. Consider the following familiar program. 
wend([l,z,z) + 
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Here and below we use the representation of lists such as in Prolog; x, y, z, w are 
variables. This program is recurrent with respect to the level mapping I I defined by 
lappen&,, t,, t3)1 = min(l(t,), /(t,)), where Z(t) denotes the length of the variable- 
free term t as a list. More precisely: I([ 1) = 0 and l([hlt]) = 1 + Z(t). In general 
there will be more terms in the Herbrand universe than just lists of lists. In that 
case we extend I I by putting l<f<t,, . . . , t,)) = 0 whenever f is different from the list 
constructing function symbol (n 2 0). Note that a simpler definition of I I ( = l(t,> or 
= l(Q) would also make the append program into a recurrent program but would 
result in a smaller class of bounded goals. 
Lemma 2.1. Let P be a logic program which is recurrent with respect o a level 
mapping I I. Let G be a bounded goal and G’ an SLD-resolvent of G from P. Then 
we have: (1) The goal G’ is bounded, (2) The multiset IG’I is smaller than IGI in 
the multiset ordering. 
PROOF. Let conditions be as above. As to (11, assume Ai is the selected literal in 
G= +A1,..., A,, and A+B,,..., Bk (k 2 0) the program clause used. Then, we 
have G’ = + (A,,. . ., Ai_l, B,,. . . , B,, Ai+I,. . . , A,>0, with 0 the m.g.u of A and 
Ai. We have [ A,131 c [ Ai], so AjO is bounded and lAjel I I Ail for every 1 I j 5 n. 
Furthermore, every C E [ BjO] (1 5 j I k) occurs at the right-hand side of a vari- 
able-free instance of (A + B,, . . . , B,)8, so ICI < I A81, since P is recurrent. It 
follows that BjO is bounded (1 <j I k), and hence G’ is bounded. Moreover, we 
have IBj.8I<IABI=IAi811IAilf or all 1 5 j I k. It follows that IG’J is smaller than 
ICI in the multiset ordering, which proves. 0 
Corollary 2.1. Every SLD-derivation from a recurrent program starting with a bounded 
goal terminates. 
PROOF. Immediate, since the multiset ordering over N is well-founded. 0 
Bounded goals may contain variables. The importance of Corollary 2.1 lies in the 
fact that one doesn’t have to be satisfied with only testing variable-free goals, but 
one can also compute bindings for variables in bounded goals. 
Dejinition 2.4. A goal G is called terminating with respect to a logic program P if 
every SLD-derivation from P starting with G is finite. A logic program P is 
called terminating if every variable-free goal is terminating with respect to P. 
Terminating programs have the property that SLD-trees of variable-free goals 
are finite. Consequently, any depth-first search procedure in such an SLD-tree will 
always terminate. We now proceed by showing that a logic program is terminating 
if and only if it is recurrent. 
Theorem 2.1. Every recurrent program is terminating. 
PROOF. By Corollary 2.1, since variable-free goals are bounded. 0 
The above theorem was obtained independently by Cavedon in [8], in the more 
general setting of logic programs with negation. Cavedon’s proof is different and 
the details do not suggest he stronger Corollary 2.1. For the converse of Theorem 
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2.1 we need a version of the so-called Lifting Lemma. We omit the standard proof; 
the lemma below follows from [14, Lemma 4.11. 
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a goal, C a program clause and 8 a substitution. Zf G8 and C 
have an SLD-resolvent G’, then G and C have an SLD-resolvent G” such that 
G’ = G” 8’ for some substitution 8’. 
Theorem 2.2. Every logic program is terminating if and ant) if it is recurrent. 
PROOF. The if-part is Theorem 2.1. For the converse, assume P is terminating. 
Consider, for an arbitrary goal G, the set of all SLD-derivations starting from G, 
allowing arbitrary selection of atoms in goals. This set can be structured as a tree, 
which we call the LD-tree of G (the S is dropped since no selection rule is fixed in 
advance). LD-trees are finitely branching since logic programs are finite and since a 
goal and a program clause can have only finitely many resolvents (modulo renam- 
ing of variables). Since P is terminating, it follows by Kiinig’s Lemma that for every 
variable-free atom A, the LD-tree of +A is finite. Hence, we can define a level 
mapping I I: B, + N by taking for IAl the number of nodes in the LD-tree of + A. 
It remains to show that P is recurrent with respect to I I. Let A 0 + B, 0,. . . , B, 8 be 
a variable-free instance of a program clause in P. We have to show that IA 8 I > I Bi 8 I 
for all 1 I i I n. Consider the LD-tree of + A 8. We have that A 88 = A 8, so 8 is a 
unifier of A8 and A. So, for some m.g.u. p of A8 and A, the LD-tree of 
+ B, CL,. . , B, p, is a subtree of the LD-tree of +-A8. Now consider an SLD- 
derivation starting with +- Bit9(l I i in). We have 8 = PO’ for some substitution 
8’. Using Lemma 2.2, we can “lift” this derivation into a derivation starting with 
+ Bi u. This latter derivation can be embedded in a derivation starting with 
+ B, CL,. . , B,, p. It follows that the LD-tree of + Bie has a smaller number of 
nodes than the LD-tree of + A 0, i.e., I A 8 I > 1 Bi 8 I for all 1 I i I n. q 
Corollary 2.2. For the level mapping I I constructed in the proof above, we have for 
every goal G: G is terminating with respect o P if and onZy if G is bounded with 
respect to I I. 
PROOF. The if-part follows by Corollary 2.1 since P is recurrent with respect to I I. 
For the converse, assume that G = + A 1,. . . , A,, (n 2 0) is terminating with respect 
to P. We have to prove that every Ai (1 I i I n) is bounded. Let 1 I i I n, then Ai 
is terminating with respect to P since G is. It follows that the LD-tree of + A, is 
finite. Let Ai be a variable-free instance of Ai. Similarly as in the proof above, the 
LD-tree of + Ai can be embedded in the LD-tree of + Ai. So I A[1 is at most the 
number of nodes in the LD-tree of + Ai. It follows that + Ai is bounded and that 
I Ail is at most the number of nodes in the LD-tree of + Ai. q 
The following counterexample shows that Corollary 2.2 cannot be strengthened 
to arbitrary level mappings. Consider the append program from Example 2.1. The 
append program is recurrent with respect to the level mapping defined by 
append(t,, t,, t,) = Z(t,). Now, a goal like + appendk, y, [ 1) is terminating but not 
bounded. 
We finish this section by characterizing the class of determinate programs in 
terms of level mappings. Determinate programs are introduced by Blair in 171 with 
the following definition. 
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Definition 2.5. A logic program P is called determinate if Tp 4 w = Tp t o. 
Due to the well-known characterization results [l, Theorem 3.13 and Theorem 
5.61, we have that a logic program P is determinate if and only if P has a 
complementary success set and a finite failure set. Consequently, a breadth-first 
search procedure in any fair SLD-tree of a variable-free goal will always terminate. 
The intuition behind the relation between a determinate program P and a level 
mapping can be explained as follows. If P is determinate and B E BP with B G Mp, 
then we have BPTJ(n+l) for some n. If B+A,,...,A, is a variable-free 
instance of a clause form P, then Ai @ T J n for at least one of the Ai’s. Hence 
the maximal level on which a failing head occurs is higher than the maximal level 
on which the failing atoms of the body occur. This observation motivates the 
following definition. 
Definition 2.6. Let P be a logic program and I I a level mapping for P. We call P 
weakly recurrent with respect to I I if for every variable-free instance B + A 1, . . . , An 
of a clause from P the following holds: if B +Z Mp, then there exists 1 I i I n 
such that Ai E Mp and B has a higher level than Ai. P is called weakly recurrent 
if P is weakly recurrent with respect to some level mapping for P. 
We proceed by showing that a logic program is determinate if and only if it is 
weakly recurrent. Since recurrent trivially implies weakly recurrent, it follows that 
every terminating program is determinate (of course this can also be seen directly). 
The converse does not hold: p +- , p +-p form a logic program which is determi- 
nate but not terminating. 
Lemma 2.3. Let P be weakly recurrent with respect to a level mapping I I: B, -+ N. 
Then, for all natural numbers n, Tp 1 n - Tp t w contains only atoms of level 2 n. 
PROOF. By induction on n, recalling that the immediate consequence operator Tp 
of P satisfies Tp t (Y 5 Tp _1 p for all ordinals (Y, /3, so in particular for (Y = w, 
/3 = n. Let P be weakly recurrent with respect to I I. We trivially have that 
Tp -10 - Tp t o contains only atoms of level 2 0. Assume Tp .J n - Tp t w contains 
only atoms of level 2 n and consider the case n + 1. By definition we have 
Tp I(n + 1) = Tp(Tp J n). Using the induction hypothesis the situation can now be 
depicted as in Figure 1. Let B E Tp J(n + 1); then there exists (by the definition of 
TP 
FIGURE 1. 
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TP) a variable-free instance B + A,, . . . , A, (k 2 0) of a clause from P such that 
A,ET~J~ for all Isilk. If BET,7 w, then there exists 1 I i I k such that 
Ai @ T, t w and (B( > I A,(, since P is weakly recurrent. By the induction hypothe- 
sis, we have I Aj 2 n, so IBI 2 n + 1. This completes the induction step. 0 
Theorem 2.3. If a logic program P is weakly recurrent, then P is determinate. 
PROOF. Observe that Tp J w - Tp 7 w = n n < ,(Tp 1 n - Tp ? w). By Lemma 2.3 
this latter intersection is empty. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Evev logic program is determinate if and only if it is weakly recurrent. 
PROOF. The if-part is Theorem 2.3. For the converse, assume P is determinate. 
Define a level mapping I I: BP + N by taking for I Al the greatest k such that 
A E Tp J k if A QG Tp t w, and 0 otherwise. Since Tp & w = Tp 7 w, this level map- 
ping is well defined. Moreover, P is weakly recurrent with respect to I I. For, let 
BeAl,..., A,, be a variable-free instance of a clause from P. If B $5 Tp t o, then 
there exists 1 I i I n such that Ai ~5 Tp 7 w and I Ail is minimal. It follows that 
B E Tp J(IAJ + l), so JBI > [Ail. 0 
3. SOME ELABORATED EXAMPLES 
To illustrate the use of recurrent programs in improving the termination behavior 
of logic programs, we elaborate three examples in this section. By “Prolog pro- 
gram”, we mean a logic program that is executed by a depth-first search in the 
SLD-tree of the given goal, using the leftmost selection rule. 
An often mentioned advantage of logic (relational) programming over function- 
al programming is multidirectionality This means that, for example, goals like 
+p(t,x) and tp(x, t) can be evaluated with respect to the same program 
defining the relation p. If the relation p is the graph of a function, then the same 
program computes the function value of t by the first goal and the inverse images 
of t by the last. Although this may be true in theory, the Prolog practice shows few 
examples of multidirectional programs. The NAIL! practice is better in this 
respect, since in NAIL! the selection of atoms in a goal is dependent on the 
binding pattern of that goal. Our examples also show how recurrent programs can 
be used in a multidirectional way when executed as Prolog programs. 
The first example, merging two lists of natural numbers, is a variation of an 
example from [15], also discussed in [21]. In the second example, we show how the 
familiar Ackermann function can be computed by a recurrent program. As a 
Prolog program, the recurrent implementation of the Ackermann function can also 
be used to compute inverse images of the Ackermann function. This is a definite 
improvement over its naive, straightforward Prolog implementation. Our third 
example, although still small-scale, is of a more practical nature: the transforma- 
tion of a well-known mergesort program, which can also be found in [21], into a 
recurrent program. The benefits here are again better termination behavior, 
allowing different uses of the mergesort program, for example, as a permutation 
generator. 
In all cases the underlying idea is that of using the arguments of a predicate as a 
depth-bound. This technique may be applicable in many practical programs. It 
should be stressed, however, that application is restricted to cases in which the 
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depth-bound can indeed be expressed in terms of one of the arguments. For 
example, when sorting a list, the depth-bound can be expressed in terms of the 
length of the list. Multidirectionality can be achieved in this case since the sorted 
list is of the same length. See Example 3.3 below. 
Example 3.1. Consider the following program (x, y, z, u, w are variables). 
lessthan( 0, s( y )) + 
lessthan( s( x), s(y)) + lessthan( x, y) 
merse([ulx],[wly],[wlz]) tlessthun(w,u),merge([ulxl,y,z) 
me& [4x], [drl, [hl) 6 me&x, [dyl, 2) 
The intent is that merge(l,,l,,I,) holds when I, is the merge of the sorted lists I, 
and 1, of natural numbers. The program above is recurrent, which can be seen as 
follows. Define IIt]] = 0 for any term t which is not of the form s(t’> for any term t’ 
and Ils(t’)]l = 1 + (It’ll otherwise. Furthermore, define Xt = 0 if the term t is not of 
the form [hll] for any terms h,Z, and Z[hlll = 1 + llhll + ZSZ else. Define a level 
mapping by putting Ilessthun(t,, t2)l = min(llt,II, lItall> and ImergeU,, l,, 1,)l= minW, 
+ X1,, Sl,). It is not difficult to see that this level mapping makes the above 
program into a recurrent one. Among the bounded goals are goals of the form 
t melge(l,, I,, x), with 1, and 1, lists of natural numbers, as well as goals of the 
form t merge(x, y, I,), with 1, a list of natural numbers. 
Example 3.2. The Ackermann function A: N X N -B N is a recursive function which 
is not primitive recursive, and is defined as follows: 
A(O,n) =n + 1; 
A(i + 1,O) =A(i,l); 
A(i+l,n+l)=A(i,A(i+l,n)). 
For every n E N, let Z denote the term s”(O). A straightforward translation of the 
definition of the Ackermann function suggests the following logic program. 
P(O,Y7dY)) +- 
P(s(x),o,z) +p(.d4 
p(s(x),s(y),z) tP(s(x),Y,z’),P(x,z’,z) 
However, this program is not recurrent since it is not prrninating. For example, the 
goal + p(z,T, 0) has as SLD-resolvent + p(z,‘i, x), ~(1, x, 0) and + p6, x, 0) heads 
an infinite left-most SLD-derivation by applying the third program clause again and 
again. Moreover, goals of the form +p(x, y, E) are not correctly evaluated by 
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Prolog. For example the goal t p(x, y,i?;) is not correctly evaluated by Prolog: 
after two solutions, the Prolog interpreter hits an infinite branch in the SLD-tree. 
By using the (ad hoc) observations that the Ackermann function is monotonic (so 
A(i + 1, n) <A(i + 1, n + 1)) and that the function value constitutes (in some sense) 
a logarithmic upper bound on the length of the computation, we devised the 
following logic program P. 
P(O,YJ(Y),W) * 
p(+),O,z,~) +p(d,z,w) 
This program is recurrent with respect to the level mapping defined by 
I&, 12, t,,t,)l = lltlll + IltJl, w ere h llZll= n for all n E N. With some technical 
effort (notably transfinite induction up to 02), one proves that for all n, i, m E N 
m =A(n,i) if and only if p(E,E,?E,Ei) EM,,. 
Hence the Ackermann function is computed by the recurrent program obtained by 
augmenting P with the clause 
where the level mapping is extended by putting IpA(tI,~z, t3)l = 1 + Ip(t,, t,, t,, t,)l. 
Since P is recurrent, bounded goals, such as +p,(l, z, 01, are correctly evalu- 
ated by a depth-first search procedure in the SLD-tree, no matter the ordering of 
the program clauses and the selection of atoms in goals. However, even the Prolog 
evaluation of goals of the form +p,_,(x, y, TiXn E N), which are not bounded, has 
improved, as follows from Claim 3.1 below. Due to the leftmost selection rule of 
Prolog, all solutions to such goals are successively found, after which the evaluation 
correctly terminates. 
Claim 3.1. Let P be the recurrent implementation of the Ackermann function from 
Example 3.2 above. Then, for every n E N, the Prolog evaluation of the goal 
+-pA(x, y, Fi) terminates. 
PROOF. By induction on n, we prove: for every term t, any leftmost SLD-derivation 
starting with +p(t, y, z, Fii) terminates. Moreover, if such an SLD-derivation is 
successful, then the computed answer substitution maps t on a numeral. The base 
case n = 0 follows immediately, since then, only the first two program clauses of P 
can be applied. Regarding the induction step, assume case n has been settled and 
consider an SLD-derivation starting with a goal of the form +p(t, y, z,n + 1). If 
the first program clause is applied to this goal, then we are done. If the second 
program clause is applied, then it must be followed by either an application of 
the first program clause, in which case we are done again, or by an application 
of the third program clause. This latter case yields a goal of the form 
+p(s(t’), 0, z’, ii), p(t’, z’, z,n + 11, where t = ddt’)). Now we are done by, first, 
applying the induction hypothesis to the first (left) atom of this goal and, second, if 
the first atom is successfully refuted with an answer substitution that maps t’ on a 
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numeral, by noting that the instantiated second atom is bounded. If the third 
program clause is applied to the goal t~(t, y, z,n + 11, then we obtain an 
SLD-resolvent p(s(t’), y’, z’, E),p(t’, z’, Z,IZ + 1) with t = s(t’) and y = s(y’) and 
proceed in a similar way as above. This settles the case IZ + 1 and hence, the 
induction step. 0 
Example 3.3. The next example is of a more practical nature, although still 
small-scale. Consider the following mergesort program, also considered in [21l. 
mew(x,[l,x) + 
mew([l,n,x) + 
me& [4x1, [wlyl, [+4zl) +u>~,merge([vlx],y,z) 
merge( [4x], [wlyl, [hl) +uIw,merge(x,[wly],z) 
mergesod 1, [I) + 
merges04 [VI, [VI> + 
mergesort([u,wlx],y) tSplit([u,wlXl,z1,zz), 
meqzesoH( q, q), 
merges04 z2, z4), 
merge(z3,z4,y). 
In this program we use an extension of logic programming with the arithmetical 
predicates > and I . The Herbrand universe is assumed to contain any floating 
point number as a constant and is closed under list construction. The arithmetical 
predicates have their usual meaning, but arithmetical atoms can only be evaluated 
when they are variable-free. For example 2 < 1 fails whereas the evaluation of 
2 <x leads to an error. This forces us to require that the selection rule be safe with 
respect to the arithmetic, i.e., only select arithmetical atoms when they are 
variable-free. This requirement introduces problems with completeness: if a goal 
consists entirely of arithmetical atoms containing variables (for example + 2 <xl, 
then no atom can be selected and there is no resolvent, although there may be 
correct answer substitutions (e.g., {x/3) in the example). These completeness 
problems do not interest us here, and we choose our examples such that they are 
avoided. 
The mergesort program above is not recurrent, due to the introduction of new 
variables in bodies of clauses (zl - z4 in the last program clause). However, while 
sorting a list of length k, it can easily be seen that all these variables become 
instantiated by lists of length at most k. This supports the intuition that all 
(implicit) existential quantifications are bounded quantifications. Based on this 
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observation, we devised the following program P: 
merge(x,[l,x,l> +- 
merge([l,x,x,l) + 
This program is recurrent with respect to a level mapping assigning to arithmetical 
atoms level 0, to merge and split atoms a level which equals the length of the list in 
the fourth argument, and to mergesort atoms a level which equals one plus the 
length of the list in the third argument. Goals of the form +- mergeso&, y, l>, 
where 1 is a list of floating point numbers, are bounded and hence terminate with 
respect to P. When a safe selection rule is used, the goal + mergeso&, y, I) is 
successfully refuted, binding the variable y to the sorted permutation of 1. 
However, goals of the form + mergesort(x,l,l) too are bounded and hence, 
terminate with respect to P. This opens up a possibility of using P to compute the 
“inverse” of the mergesort relation, so that the same program could also 
be used as a permutation generator. Indeed, when using a safe selection rule 
and provided that 1 is a sorted list of floating point numbers, the goal 
+- mergesort(x, (1) is successfully refuted, binding the variable x to a permutation 
of 1. Backtracking yields all permutations of 1. If 1 is not sorted, then the goal 
+ mergesort(x, 1,l) finitely fails. With the naive implementation of the mergesort 
algorithm one can only achieve this by using a special-purpose selection rule. 
4. RECURSION THEORETIC CONSIDERATIONS 
In this section, we study the recursion theoretic properties of the class of recurrent 
programs. We assume the reader is familiar with the basic facts of recursion 
theory. We use the denotations PR, PR(f), R, RE for, respectively, the classes of 
primitive recursive functions, functions which are primitive recursive in f, recursive 
functions and recursively enumerable sets. We start with establishing upper bounds 
on the recursion theoretic complexity of the least Herbrand model ,of a (weakly) 
recurrent program, using the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4.1. Let P be recurrent with respect to a level mapping I I: BP + N. Then, for 
all natural numbers n, Tr J n - Tr t n contains only atoms of level 2 n. 
PROOF. By induction on n, similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.3 (see also [8]). 
0 
Lemma 4.2. Let P be a logic program which is recurrent with respect to a level 
mapping I I. Then, Alp is primitive recursive in I I. 
PROOF. Observe that Tr T n c A4r c Tr J. n for all n. Using Lemma 4.1, it follows 
that Mp - Tr t n contains only atoms of level at least n. So we have: 
After appropriate encoding, the sets Tr t k can easily be seen to be primitive 
recursive. Moreover, I I may be seen as a function of natural numbers. Since the 
quantification in the right-hand side above is bounded by IAl + 1, it follows from 
well-known results in recursion theory that Mp is primitive recursive in I I. q 
Theorem 4. I. Let P be a weakly recurrent program. Then, Mr is recursive. 
PROOF. If P is weakly recurrent, then by Theorem 2.3, P is determinate, i.e., 
Tr J o = Tr t w. Generally, Tr t o and BP - Tr 1 w are RE. So both Mp and its 
complement are RE. Now, it follows from a well-known result in recursion theory 
that Mp is recursive. q 
Theorem 4.2. If P is recurrent, then Mr is in PR( I I) IT R. 
PROOF. By Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.1, since recurrent programs are weakly 
recurrent. q 
This theorem shows that the computational power of a recurrent program 
largely depends on the level mapping I I. Clearly, the most simple level mappings 
are the most appealing. For example, the level mappings used in the examples in 
Section 3 are, after appropriate coding, all primitive recursive. Consequently, by 
Lemma 4.2, the least Herbrand models of the programs involved are primitive 
recursive. (Of course this latter fact can also be seen directly. It may seem 
paradoxical that the graph of the Ackermann function is primitive recursive. 
However, it so happens that some nonprimitive recursive functions do have 
primitive recursive graphs.) Although programs with primitive recursive semantics 
are computationally rather weak, they are not to be depreciated. Among them are 
many programs met in practice (such as list-processing programs). Moreover, we 
can prove the following version of Kleene’s normal-form theorem from recursion 
theory. 
Theorem 4.3. (Normal-form theorem for logic programs). For every logic program P, 
there exists a program P’ (in which the same predicate symbols occur with 
incremented arities) which is recurrent with respect to a primitive recursive level 
mapping such that for all p(t,, . . . , t,) E BP, 
p(t*,..., t,) EMp iff 3t’p(t, ,..., t,,t’) EMr,. 
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PROOF. We tacitly assume that no predicate symbol occurs in P with more than 
one arity. First we fix the alphabet of P’. Every predicate symbol occurring in P 
with arity n 2 0 occurs in P’ with arity n + 1. Furthermore, if the alphabet of P 
does not contain a unary function symbol S, then we add s to obtain the alphabet 
of P’. Now the clauses of P’ are obtained by applying a simple transformation to 
the clauses of P, of which we shall give two typical examples: 
zJ(t19t2) + 
is transformed into 
P(f19f*rX) + 
and 
P(67Q +4(GYP(t47fS) 
is transformed into 
P(tl&J(x)) +q(GYX)>P(t~>t59X)P 
where x is a variable not occurring in t,, . . . , t,. It is immediately clear that P’ thus 
obtained is recurrent with respect to the level mapping I I: BP, + N defined by 
Ip(t 1,...,t,,t’)l=Ilt’lI, 
where II II is defined by Ils(t)ll = 1 + lltll and Ilf(tl,. . . , tk)ll = 0 whenever f differs 
from s (k 2 0). Moreover, we obviously have for all p(tl,. . . , t,) E BP: 
P(tl ,..., t,) EMp iff3t’p(t, ,..., t,,t’) EMpr. 0 
Corollary 4.1. Let P” be the program P’ augmented with clauses p(x,, . . . , x,,) + 
P(x*, . * * > x,, x’) for all relations p occurring in P. Then, we have Mp = MpW f~ BP. 
The program P” may be viewed as a normal form of P. Note that PI’ satisfies 
Tp” t OJ = T& J(w + 1). 
From Theorem 4.2, we know that both PR( I I) and R are upper bounds of the 
recursion theoretic complexity of the least Herbrand model of a recurrent pro- 
gram. We experienced considerable difficulty in establishing the exact computa- 
tional power of the class of recurrent programs. These difficulties can be traced 
back to the fact that the class of recurrent programs (as well as the class of weakly 
recurrent programs1 does not enjoy a natural closure property such as composition. 
Let us first define how a logic program computes a function. 
Definition 4.1. For every n E N, let Ii denote the term s”(O). A logic program P 
with Herbrand universe {Filn E N) is said to compute 
N“ -+ N if for some predicate symbol p we have 
a partial function f: 
f(n 1,‘“, nk) =n iff p(Fz,,...,E,,E) gMp 
for all n, ,..., nk,n E N. 
Discussion. The technical obstacle mentioned above becomes apparent when one 
tries to prove that the class of functions which can be computed by recurrent 
programs is closed under composition. If f(x) =g(h(x)), then it seems natural 
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to add the clause 
P&Y) V2(~J)J+Y) 
to (disjoint> recurrent programs computing g and h in order to obtain a 
program that computes f. However, this latter program will in general not be 
recurrent, due to the presence of the variable z in the body of the above clause. 
Consider, for example, Z&r, 0) + and p&0,0) +- , p&s(x), y) +-p&x, y), with 
pf as defined above. Then, +- ~~(0, 0) heads an infinite (rightmost) SLD-deriva- 
tion. 
A posteriori, using the knowledge that the computational power of the class of 
recurrent programs is R, it can easily be understood why the class of recurrent 
programs is not closed under composition, Namely, whereas the class of functions 
from R is closed under composition, the class of relations from R (i.e., relations 
whose characteristic function is in R) is not. For example, in the clause above, the 
relation pf is defined as the composition of the relations pg and ph, so that 
holds in the minimal Herbrand model of the program. Due to the existential 
quantification, the relation pf will in general be RE when the relations pg and p,, 
are recursive. A notable exception is of course the special case of bounded 
existential quantification. This case applies to graphs of total recursive functions, 
where z = h(x), but this is obscured by the underspecification resulting from the 
representation of functions by their graphs. This observation touches the heart of a 
disadvantage of logic (relational) programming over functional programming. In 
our examples from the previous section, the bounded existential quantification is 
made explicit, resulting in logic programs with a better termination behavior. 
0 
An elegant solution to the problem of the computational power of recurrent 
programs becomes possible after the choice of a convenient machine model, 
namely, the register machine [17]. 
Definition 4.2. A register machine program is a finite sequence I,, . . . , Z,, of instruc- 
tions which operate on registers x1,. . . , x,, where each instruction is of one of 
the following two forms (with 1 I i I m, 1 ~j 5 IZ + 1): 
xi:=xi+ I 
ZFxi # 0 THENxi :=xi - 1 AND GOTOj. 
The program is completed with a halt instruction I,,, 1. Execution of a register 
machine program with respect to given contents IZ~, . . . , n, E N of the registers 
x1,. . . , x, starts from I,, by executing the instructions in the obvious sequential 
way, and terminates when the halt instruction Z,,+i is reached. A register 
machine program is said to compute a (partial) function f: Nk -+ N (k I m) if, 
for all 12r,..., nk E N, the execution of the register machine program with 
respect to contents n,, . . . , nk,O,. . . , 0 of the registers terminates with value 
f(n 1,. . . , n,) in register x1 (if this function value is not defined, then the 
execution is not allowed to terminate). 
A classical result from 1171 states that every partial recursive function can be 
computed by a register machine program. This same result can be obtained for 
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logic programs by transforming register machine programs into logic programs. 
This can be done in a very natural way, as shown in [19]. Every instruction 
corresponds to the definition of a predicate symbol, every register corresponds to 
an argument of these predicate symbols. All predicate symbols have one more 
argument through which the function value is passed. The predicate symbol pk 
corresponding to the instruction Ik (1 -<k I n> has one of the following two 
definitions, corresponding to the possible forms of the instruction as displayed 
above (the second definition consists of two clauses). 
(l) pk(X1,...,Xj,...,X,,y)Cpk+1(X1,...,S(Xj),...,X,,y) 
(2) pk(X1,...,S(Xi),...,X,,y)tpj(XI,...,Xi,...,X,,Y) 
pk(XI,...,O,...,X,,y)tpk+l(X,,...,O,..’,X,,y). 
The halt instruction corresponds to the following program clause, by which the 
function value is transported from register x, to the last argument of the predicate 
symbols. 
Pn+,(X1,...,Xm,X,) c * 
If we finally add the clause 
PC” ,,...,Xl,Y) ~PI(~~,...~~~,O~...~O,Y) 
to the logic program corresponding to a register machine program, then it is easy 
to see that both compute the same partial function. It is also easy to see that the 
SLD-trees corresponding to register machine computations consist of one single 
path, and that this path is finite if and only if the computation terminates. 
However, this does not imply that the logic program corresponding to a register 
machine program which computes a total recursive function is terminating. For 
example, it is not guaranteed that the goal +pJO,. . . ,O,O) terminates (the 
malicious programmer could have taken GOT0 7 for I,, taking care that any 
normal execution of his program never falls into this trap). Evidently, we need a 
stronger result than can be extracted from [17]. Goals of the form + 
p,@l,.**,~,,,, ?I) correspond to starting the execution of the register machine 
program at the kth instruction, with the registers initialized on q, . . . , n,. Hence, 
the result we actually need is that every total recursive function can be computed 
by a register machine program which always halts, irrespective of the initialization 
of the registers and of the instruction at which the execution starts. This result was 
proved by Shepherdson in [181. An analogous result for Turing machines has been 
proved by Davis 110, Theorem V.31. We are now in a position to state and prove the 
main result of this paper. 
Theorem 4.4. Every total recursive function can be computed by a recurrent program. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2 and by Theorem 4 of 1181, using the transformation of 
register machine programs to logic programs as described above. Note that the 
level of a variable-free atom is independent of its last argument. q 
At first sight, the statement “logic program P is recurrent” seems to be 
analytical, since the definition involves the existence of a level mapping. However, 
by using the connection with the termination behavior of P as stated in Theorem 
2.2, the complexity of the above statement can be shown to be considerably lower 
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than analytical. In fact, the recursion theoretic complexity of the statement “logic 
program P is recurrent” is #-complete, i.e., the complexity of the uniform halting 
problem. This will be proved in the next paragraphs. 
Lemma 4.3. The statement “logic program P is terminating” has recursion theoretic 
complexity II ;. 
PROOF. First, we observe that P is terminating if and only if for every A E BP, the 
goal + A is terminating with respect to P. We recall from the proof of Theorem 
2.2 that the LD-tree of +A is the tree of all SLD-derivations (allowing arbitrary 
selection of atoms in goals) starting with a goal +A, and that this tree is finitely 
branching. Hence by Konig’s Lemma, we have that P is terminating if and only if 
for every A E B,, the LD-tree of +-A is finite. After suitable encoding, this latter 
statement is of the form Vx3yR(x, y>, where R(x, y) is a recursive relation 
expressing “x is the code of a variable-free atom, say A, and y is the code of the 
LD-tree of the corresponding goal +A.” It follows that the statement “P is 
terminating” is II:. 0 
The argument for @-completeness is rather more involved. We shall show that 
the statement “i is an index of a total recursive function,” which is known to be 
@-complete, can be reduced to the statement “P is a terminating program,” thus 
settling the claim. The statement “i is the index of a total recursive function,” i.e., 
the uniform halting problem, can be formalized by VjIkT(i, j, k), where T is 
Kleene’s primitive recursive T-predicate. For reasons that will become clear below, 
we assume that T is monotonic in the third argument, i.e., (T(i, j, k) A 1 L k) -+ 
T(i, j, 1) for all i, j, k, 1 E N. This is a natural assumption about a T-predicate: if it 
is not satisfied, then take the primitive recursive predicate T’ defined by T’(i, j, k) 
+-+ 31 I kT(i, j, 0. 
We observe that the characteristic function X, of the T-predicate is primitive 
recursive. Consequently, by Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 4.4, there exists a terminat- 
ing program P, and a predicate symbol pT such that for all i, j, k E N and 
I E (0, l}, we have 
X,(i,j,k) =I iff pT(irJ,k,i)EMP7. 
By inspection of the proof of Theorem 4.4, it follows that P, consists of a clause 
PT(~I,~*,-Q,~) tP1(XI,X2,Xj,O,...,O,X) 
and a clause 
Pn+I(~1~~~.7Gz~XI) + 
besides definitions of the predicates p,,. . ., p,, corresponding to the instructions 
of the register machine program computing Xr. We shall transform Pr into 
programs Pi which, for fixed i and given j, computes successively 
XrG, j, 01, X,6, j, 11, se+ until a zero is found. The transformation will be such that, 
for every i E N, i is an index of a total recursive function if and only if Pi is 
terminating. As the construction of Pi is uniformly recursive in i, this establishes 
the desired reduction of the uniform halting problem to the statement “logic 
program P is terminating.” 
The transformation of PT into Pi requires a few technicalities. Since a register 
machine computation may affect the registers so that their content after the 
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register machine computation is different from the content before, it will be 
necessary to use extra variables to store the second argument of Xr and the 
(increasing) third argument. Moreover, since the output of the computation of 
X&j, k) is only used to decide to terminate or to go on with the computation 
of X,(i, j, k + l), the last argument of all the predicate symbols occurring in PT is 
superfluous. Hence, all these last arguments can be skipped. Thereafter, we extend 
every predicate symbol with two new variables y and z which do not occur in PT. 
So, we have for example the following clauses in Pi: 
P~(~~,~2,-Q,Y,z) ~PI(XI,~2,~3,O,...,O,Y,~) 
and 
Pn+I(XI,...,%71>Y,z) + * 
The successive computation of X,-values until a zero is found is achieved by 
replacing the last clause by the following two clauses: 
P”+l(O,...,%>Y,z) +- 
Pn+I(~(~I)7..&?V YJ) CPT(E,Y,S(Z),Y,S(Z)). 
This completes our program Pi. Note that i occurs in the last clause of the 
definition of p, + 1, which makes Pi depending on i. The successive computation 
of X,(6 j,O), X,(i, j, 0, *** until a zero is found is sparked off by the goal 
+~r(i,j,O,j,O). Note that if VjYkT(i, j, k), then for all IzI,. . ., n5 E N, the goal 
CPr(Q..., Zi,) terminates with respect to Pi for the following two reasons. First, 
due to the crucial occurrence of i in Pi, the following sequence of X, values will 
be computed until a zero is found: X&z,, ?I*, n,), X&i, n4, n5 + 0, X,(i, nq, n5 + 
21, *** . Second, due to the assumption that the T-predicate is monotonic in its third 
argument, a zero in the above sequence of X,-values will be found, even if n5 + 1 
surpasses the least k such that T(i, n4, k). After some reflection, it follows that for 
every i E N, i is an index of a total recursive function if and only if Pi is 
terminating. We are now in the position to obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4.5. The statement “logic program P is recurrent” has recursion theoretic 
complexity @!-complete. 
PROOF. By Theorem 2.2, Lemma 4.3 and the argument above. 0 
5. CLOSELY RELATED RESEARCH 
Given the vast amount of research on termination of logic programs, it is impossi- 
ble to give a comprehensive account of the state-of-the-art research in a section of 
a journal paper. A key reference for an approach complementary to ours is the 
monograph of Pliimer [16]. As an alternative to our bounded goals, Bossi, Cocco, 
and Fabris develop in [6] a concept of rigidity of terms (identifying invariance of the 
level mapping under instantiation), which allows to extend termination analysis 
techniques beyond the variable-free case. An important objective of present and 
future research is the automation of proving termination of logic programs, a 
subject already touched on by [6, 16, 21, and 221. In the rest of this section, we 
review closely related research in some more detail. 
Together with Apt, we extend in [3] the ideas of this paper to the case of logic 
programs with negation, with IT Al = (Al as the obvious extension of the level 
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mapping. The resulting class of general programs is called the class of acyclic 
programs. Among other results it is proved in [3] that for acyclic programs, all 
known approaches to the semantics of logic programs with negation coincide and 
that SLDNF- and SLS-resolution coincide and are decidable rules of inference for 
such programs. It should be noted that some of the results of [AB] and of Section 2 
of the present paper, are found independently by Cavedon in [8]. 
In the present paper, as well as in [3] and [8], a rather “holistic” approach to 
termination is taken: termination for all variable-free atoms and for all selection 
rules; the program is taken as one whole simultaneous definition of a set of 
predicates. Consequently, all this research is of a theoretical nature. In practice, 
one usually has to deal with only one specific selection rule, and one is usually 
interested in termination for a specific set of (not necessarily variable-free) atoms. 
Moreover, it can be profitable to take the so-called specific set of (not necessarily 
variable-free) atoms. Moreover, it can be profitable to take the so-called depen- 
dency graph of the program into account. It is therefore very fortunate that a 
number of researchers have transformed and refined the technique exhibited in 
this paper into more practically applicable ones. 
To begin with, Apt and Pedreschi have studied left termination, i.e., termination 
with respect to the leftmost (Prolog) selection rule. In [2] and [4], respectively, they 
generalize recurrent and acyclic programs to so-called acceptable programs and 
prove that left terminating is equivalent to acceptable (on the condition of 
nonfloundering in the case of negation). The proof of this analog of Theorem 2.2 is 
refined high-tech, involving a double multiset ordering and subtle counting argu- 
ments. Among the programs that are acceptable but not acyclic are a quicksort 
program and a cycle-avoiding transitive closure program for finite graphs. General 
transitive closure is not acceptable, since it can lead to recursive enumerability (see 
the discussion in Section 4). 
In a separate development, Verschaetse and de Schreye in [22] and together 
with Bruynooghe in [12], study termination and left termination with respect to an 
arbitrary set S of (not necessarily variable-free) atoms. They introduce relativiza- 
tions with respect to S of the notions (left) terminating program, level mapping, 
recurrent and acceptable program. The relativized notions are proper generaliza- 
tions: e.g., a program P is recurrent if and only if P is recurrent with respect to 
BP. For the relativized notions, the main results from Section 2 go through; for 
example, Theorem 2.2 generalizes into: every logic program is terminating with 
respect to S if and only if it is recurrent with respect to S. Taking the dependency 
graph of the program into account, the authors come up with an interesting 
sufficient condition for recurrent/acceptable with respect to S. They convincingly 
show the following advantages of their approach: (1) more natural level mappings 
can be obtained; (2) techniques such as abstract interpretation can be applied; and 
(3) (very attractive) termination proofs may be automated. 
I would like to thank Krzysztof Apt, Johan van Benthem, Roland Bol, Jan Heering, Jan Willem Klop, 
Hans Mulder, Dirk Roorda and Professor J. C. Shepherdson for helpful advice and stimulating 
discussions on this paper. The research for this paper has been partially supported by the ESPRIT Basic 
Research Action 3020. 
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